
FORD AU-BA SERIES2 LID FIT

FLEXIGLASS FITTING MANUAL - SECTION 2.3B 

FORD FALCON AU-BA SERIES 2 LID FIT - ISSB1

MATERIALS & PARTS REQUIRED (FIT KIT 215)
Part No. Description Qty.

 - Ute Lid (Build Complete) 1
BAR140C Bar Au Hinge Support Coat 1
HIN200 Hinge Au Bottom 2

BKT150C Bracket Door Black Coat 2
PLT 170 - 180 Plate AU Lid Catch LH & RH 1 PAIR

STRUT100 Gas Strut 430X300N 2
SEAL235 Drip Seal 1.7M

SCRHHTX1625 Screw Tex Hex Head 16x25mm 8
RIVET220 Rivet 5MM Steel 6-12 20
PLT190 Handle Latch Plate 2

1 From inside the front bulkhead of the tub slacken off the two front tie down screws approximately 7 mm. 
Do not remove screws entirely or you will be unable to replace them.

2 Fit the BAR140C support bar over the front coaming, align the T shaped holes in the locating lugs over the
loosened screws and behind the washers.  Hand tighten the screws.

3 Check that the support bar is central by measuring at each side, then rivet in place with RIVET220.

4 Working from each end alternately use the holes provided and fix support bar to the coaming using  
RIVET220 long rivets.

5 On the underside of the HIN200 AU lower hinges apply a strip of TAPE180 tape to cover the two screw
 holes.

6 Place the HIN200 lower hinges onto the support bar so that the outer vertical edge of the hinge is flush 
with the vertical edge of the notch in the support bar. See DWG: FL511.  Rivet in place.

7 At a centre point 840mm from inside the front bulk head and 60mm down from the top of the side coaming fit 
a BKT150C top ball joint bracket to each side of the tub using RIVET220 Rivets. See FL511 Drawing.

8 Fit the PLT 170 - 180 (L & R) Catch plates under the Load Tie Down loop, using existing screws. 
See FL511 Drawing.

9 50 mm below the front Tie Down Saddle, drill an 8 mm hole through the plastic and fit a grommet to it.

10 Keeping the plug end inside the tub pass the other end through the grommet and feed it through until it  
can be reached from under the vehicle.

11 Run the cable back along the inside of the chassis to the rear cross member then inwards to the orange  
plug mounted on the cross member.

12 Tap into the heavy Yellow Black trace cable for power (Red) and black for the earth (Black).

13 Protect the cable where necessary using the Flexible conduit and tie it to the chassis with cable ties.

14 The lid can now be fitted by holding it at about 45° from front to rear and sliding the top hinge tongues into the 
lower hinge slots.  Lower the lid on to the tub and check the fit. The “squeeze up” on the bulb seal should be 
even all around the three free sides.  Adjustment can be made via the slotted holes in the hinges.

15 When the fit is good gently lift the lid just far enough to release and lower the tailgate. Lower the lid and

Note: Familiarise yourself with the instructions before you start to ensure you are clear on all aspects of the fit

● Pneumatic / electric drill
● Pneumatic / electric hacksaw
● Pneumatic / hand rivet gun

● Hearing protection as required
● Eye protection as required

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

TOOLS REQUIRED
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FORD AU-BA SERIES2 LID FIT

make sure it hasn’t moved.

16 Climb inside the tub and tighten the four screws 
through the slotted holes on both top hinges.

17 Remove the lid carefully and place it upside down 
so that the remaining screws SCRHHTX1616 can
be fitted.

18 Apply a strip of SEAL235, “j seal” across the entire 
rear edge of L933 Support Bar. See Drawing 1.

19 Apply a light bead of sealant around the top hinge 
where it projects through the bulb seal.  
See Photo 2.

20 Fit the handle latch bars. They should be locked
in place as shown in Photo 3, with 15-20mm of  
the shaft between the top of the bar and the  
handle body.

21 Refit the lid to the tub and attach the gas struts.  
Remember to always have the cylinder end upper 
most.

● Note: If the bulb seal “hangs up” on the edge of 
the “J” Seal between the hinges just run a finger 
along the joint to push it forward it will then no 
longer cause a problem.

22 Close the lid with the tailgate open and check the 
handle operation. Adjust as necessary by moving
the latch bar up or down.  Do a final check with 
the tailgate closed.

23 Clean lid ready for inspection and delivery.  If not 
already attached, apply the small two tone 
Flexiglass Badge to the passenger side rear 
corner.  Degrease the area with IPA thoroughly 
as the curved surface will cause separation if 
not prepared correctly.
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